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  Unheated Pink / Purple Sapphire - 1016043

   Brand: Apsara Gems
Product Code: 1016043
Weight: 1.08Cts
Dimensions: 6.44mm x 5.87mm x 3.10mm

Price: £466.56 
  Ex Tax: £388.80  

Short Description
An unheated boarder-line pink / purple sapphire from Madagascar. This sapphire weighs
1.08 carats.

Description
Clarity: Light silk needle inclusions, minor colour zoning.

Origin Opinion: Madagascar

Cut: Mixed step cut

Treatment: No evidence of heat treatment was observed
Price:  £360/ct + Vat

 

Inclusion Info
Virtually all coloured gems contain inclusions in a variety of forms. Some people see
inclusions as flaws but in reality, inclusions are impurities or growth marks contained
within the crystal structure. Most inclusions develop along with the formation of the host
crystal. They can include crystal inclusions, liquid inclusions (feathers & fingerprints),
growth lines, needles and others. There are also inclusions that can develop after the
formation of the crystal, for example fractures and fissures. Some inclusions are more
common than others, for example colour banding in blue sapphires.

 



Synthetic (lab-grown) gems also contain inclusions which are generally impurities left
over from the manufacturing process. Flame-fusion synthetic rubies & sapphires contain
gas bubbles and curved growth lines, again left over from the manufacturing process.

 

For gemmologists, inclusions are useful for a variety of reasons. They can provide
evidence to help separate natural and synthetic gems. With natural gems they can help to
provide evidence of the gem’s geographical origin and have also become a very
important tool to gemmologists to separate treated and untreated gems. Heating gems will
alter inclusions which will help with identifying gems which have gone through this
process.

 

On our website we photograph gems on a white background. This can sometimes make
inclusions appear more pronounced than to the naked eye. For example, colour zoning or
banding may be visible in a photograph but not seen with the naked eye. We also provide
side and back profile pictures of our gems, which can also make some inclusions appear
more pronounced.

 

    



    

Lab Reports
If clients wish we can arrange for an independent Lab Report to accompany this gem. We
use The Gem & Pearl Laboratory Ltd. based in London.
For this service, we charge £150 (including Vat) for a full sized lab report. Origin and
treatment opinions can be included in the report. The price includes delivery to and from
the lab.

We can also arrange for a report from a lab of your choice if you would prefer (price may
vary).
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